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 Transition 
 2   on   1   half   court 

 Player triangle 1 marks the first defender.  Players circle 1 and 2 mark the 
 offense lines.  The first two in each line are attacking the basket and must 
 make a cross court pass to begin.  The shooter becomes the next defender 
 and must sprint to 1/2 court and back.  the defender and second offense player 
 replace the players in the low corners after they rebound and pass the ball to 
 one of the low corner players (3 and 4).  The ball is passed into the low corner 
 and that player must snap the ball up to half court where the next person in line 
 must pass a cross court pass and attack the basket. 

 3   on   2   -   2   on   1 
 For the 3 on 2 the defenders cannot start from half court until the ball enters 
 the center circle. 

 For the 2 on 1 coming back the two wing players must come to half court to be 
 ready to play defense. 
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 5   on   5   rebound-transition 

 The ball is passed around the perimeter with the inside team jumping to the 
 pass.  When the coach gets it he shoots.  Which ever team rebouds 2 in a row 
 gets the ball going to other way. The drill continues until the team coming back 
 scores. 

 Pistons   drill 
 The drill begins with 2 on 1, triangles on offense. 

 After a stop or a score (the ball is not taken out of bounds on a make to speed 
 up the transition) right away it goes 3 on 2 back down the court with the circles 
 on offense. 
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 Transition 
 After a score or a stop, right away it becomes 4 on 3 going back down triangles 
 on offense. 

 After a stop or score it becomes 5 on 4 going back down circles on offense. 

 Finally, after a stop or score it becomes 5 on 5 going back down with the 
 triangle team on offense. 
  
 After the final 5 on 5 the drill resets at 2 on 1 with the circles starting with the 
 ball. 
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 Tommy   3   on   3 

 On coach's command defensive players 2 and 3 (triangles) sprint to half court 
 and then back on defense.  Defensive player 1 sprints to the baseline, then 1/2 
 court and trails in on defense.  The offensive players (circles) sprint to half 
 court and then back into transition, once player 1 touches 1/2 court and begins 
 coming back, coach passes him the ball. 

 Transition   shooting   drill 
 Each player on the court designates a line of 2 or more players on the court but 
 the drill could be ran with only 6 players.  Players 1 and 4 are the rebounding 
 lines, players 2 and 5 are the outlet lines, players 3 and 6 are the shooting 
 lines.  The ball is rebounded (1 and 6) passed out and up to the outlet (2 and 5) 
 and passed further down the court to players 3 and 6 who attack the basket 
 with a direct drive and lay up.  Each player moves up one line; 1 to 2, 2 to 3, 3 
 to 4, etc.  The first rebounder tosses the ball  off the backboard for the first 
 rebound.  After that the rebounder reacts to the shooter.  If the shooter makes 
 the shot then the rebounder must grab the ball out of the net, get out of bounds 
 running along the baseline kicking the ball up the sideline.  If the shooter 
 misses then they rebound the miss and outlet the ball with a strong pivot.  Add 
 dribble moves towards the middle and pull up jumpers along the sideline and 
 middle. 

 Variation: 
  
 The triangles are added shooting lines.  3 and 6 dribble drive into the lane and 
 kickout opposite to triangle 1 and 2 for the jumper.  Everything rotates the 
 same except the rebounding lines (1 and 4) will rotate to the shooting lines 
 (triangle 1 and 2) before rotating to lines 2 and 5 and so on. 
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 Transtion   shooting   with   passer 

 Triangles are passers.  Everyone has their own basketball.  2 lines elbow 
 exending on each side of the court.  First player in line (1 and 4) passes to 
 coach/player/manager, then cuts down sideline.  The passer lets them break 
 ahead and passes the ball up court to them.  Players 1 and 4 then dribble up 
 the arc (or comfortable shooting distance) and shoots.  They get their own 
 rebound and get into line.  Next shooter leaves when they shoot (1 minute on 
 each side, 2 minutes total). 

 Same sequence only the shooter crosses over and drives into the lane and 
 pulls up (1 minute on each side).  Next shooter leaves when they cross over. 
  
 Final 2 minutes will be a double move and back to the baseline for lay up or 
 pull along the baseline.  Next shhoter leaves after double move. 

 Players 1 and 4 pass to the passer and then break up the sidelines.  The 
 passer passes the ball them up court where they attached the sideline then 
 cross over to attach the middle (put cones out to mark a defender), then jup 
 stop and kick the ball out to the shooters in the corners (players triangle 1 and 
 2). 
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 Triangle plaeys 1 and 2 shoot the ball, rebound and jog to the line to that side. 
 Players 1 and 4 replace the shooters in the corners.  Players 2 and 5 pass to 
 the passers to continue the drill once the triangle players shoot. 
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